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1. Introduction

In a globalised world, the issue of language is of paramount importance. Teaching and learning foreign languages has become a social, institutional and professional challenge for the French education system.

One consequence of the predominance of English has been to promote its teaching in higher education, so much so that French universities are gradually teaching other subjects through English to students whose language skills do not necessarily match the standards required for such curricula, and by lecturers who are not specialised in English. Against that backdrop, this article addresses what research about “Anglais de spécialité” (ASP) is in the current, institutional context of the ever-developing French “ASP” sector, with a particular focus on English for science and English for law, and hopes to encourage similar studies across Europe. Exploring the epistemological dimension of research in didactics and ASP is essential in order to assess what stage of development it has reached, what direction it is likely to take in France and in Europe, and how a reflection on education and programmes of ASP could be implemented in higher education in different countries. But the present contribution paves the way for a pragmatic approach, since it aims to bring an institutional solution to the debate that has agitated the French academic world for the past decades.

Most discussions on learning and teaching in a university context intersect with the issue of language, and the place of English is of particular concern to the French higher education system, as well as other European contexts. Teaching and learning foreign languages has become a social, institutional and professional challenge in France. Economic globalisation has encouraged companies and institutions to use English as the medium for international exchanges, be they political, judicial, scientific, academic or economic. One of the immediate consequences of this growing predominance of the English language has been to promote its teaching in primary and secondary schools in France as well as in higher education, so much so that universities are introducing modules, degrees or diplomas that are taught in English to a student body whose language skills do not necessarily match the standards required by such curricula, and by lecturers who are not specialists in English. Teachers of English and lecturers in university language departments, on the other hand, are typically well-versed in the humanities (literature, cultural studies, history, linguistics) of the linguistic sphere in which they have specialised. These academics are now recruited to teach English applied to various and specific areas that they are not familiar with (Van Der Yeught 2010: para. 11), and this is the case with hard sciences, social sciences and medicine.

One of the paradoxes of this situation is that French universities offer many more positions in applied English, sometimes called “Anglais de spécialité” or LANSAD (LANGues pour Spécialistes d’Autres Disciplines, ‘languages for specialists of other subjects’) than in the traditional areas of the humanities, and find it difficult to fill vacancies because the prospect of teaching English in a domain for which lecturers feel they have no real competence is daunting. Over 70 per cent of the lecturing or teaching positions in higher education concern, or will concern, LANSAD, as the yearly list of publications for lecturing positions on the French national portal Galaxie has indicated in the last decade. Although it has become necessary for everyone and everything, English studied for its own sake seems to be losing some of its intrinsic professionalising value, like most humanities. It lies therefore in an ambiguous and uncomfortable position: it is simultaneously a crucial and subordinate subject, compared to more vocationally deemed curricula (Van der Yeught 2010: para. 12). Besides, there are disagreements within the teaching community regarding the relevance of teaching highly technical languages, when the basic requirements of communication in English are not even met by most French students, let alone the tasks that their future work environment will expect them to perform (speaking in public, answering the phone, writing e-mails, having conversations and small talk, etc.). The difficulty remains, even though useful tools in language skills evaluation have been available for over a decade; the Common European Framework for Languages (Council of Europe 2001) provides a wide array of criteria that enable the French teaching community, the learners and the professionals to assess the degree of competence that must be reached for the use of English (and other foreign languages) in the workplace, for instance. But it does not address the issue of teacher training.
Regarding the degree of technicity required to teach “langue de spécialité”, nor the minimum standard required for any other specialist to use English as a medium of instruction. Moreover, the French government’s policy of protecting the national language and its status as an international medium of communication adds to the difficulties encountered in the discussion.

Against that backdrop, the present article is an essayistic-like argumentation that integrates several concepts borrowed from linguistics, language philosophy and sociology. Its authors wish to appeal to both the international as well as French research community in favour of a complex interdisciplinary concept of English as a foreign language in European higher education. The article primarily aims to revisit what research about “Anglais de Spécialité” (ASP) is in the current institutional context of the ever-developing LANSAD sector in France, which is more a teaching sector than a well-structured research domain (Van Der Yeught 2014: para. 32) with a particular focus on English for science and English for law. This research is being currently developed in the LAIRDIL laboratory1, which has set up a research group focusing on the epistemological study of the LANSAD sector. Additionally, the question will be asked why didactics should develop its own conceptual tool in order to deal with its teaching at university level. Exploring the epistemological dimension of research in the area of didactics and ‘anglais de spécialité’ is essential for assessing what stage of development it has reached, what directions it is likely to take and how a reflection on education and ASP programmes could be implemented in higher education. It cannot be disconnected from a pragmatic approach, since it aims to bring an institutional solution to the protracted debate that has agitated the academic world for the past few decades in France, and this will be the article’s main argument. We believe that the French dimension of this contribution can be used as an entry to a broader debate on the issue of English language teaching to specialists of other professional domains with different cultural and institutional backgrounds.

It also advocates an on-going research on the emergence of didactics of English as an interdisciplinary field of research that is both epistemological and foundational.

2. Description and state of the art

2.1. Overview: English language teaching in French higher education

The political dimension of the issue in France cannot be underestimated. French has been a language of international exchanges and culture, and is spoken in many countries. The growing hegemony of English has generated many negative responses from policy-makers, institutions, the world of arts, and teachers. The latter deplore that globalisation is gradually destroying whole swathes of culture, lesser-used languages, and even deprives English of its cultural dimension, to wit the generalisation of the word “Globish”, which reduces the language to a lingua franca, devoid of any traces of culture and idioms (Forlot 2010: 98, Chini 2010: 125).

2.1.1. Growing needs for research in English language for non-specialists

Teachers’ organisations like the APLIUT (Association des Professeurs de Langues des IUT/Organisation of Polytechnics/Vocational college teachers) conduct research and implement the results of research in didactics in the above-mentioned contexts. National academic circles, like the GERAS for English (Groupe d’Etude et de Recherche en Anglais de Spécialité/Research Group in English for Specific Purposes), develop reflections and research on the specificity of “anglais de spécialité” (which, interestingly, does not exactly translate the idea of “English for specific purposes”, as we shall see), but the concept that has emerged in the last twenty years is not completely detached from other, more traditional paradigms in which the cultural dimension dominates. Humbley (2007: para. 2) points out that research in languages for specific purposes (LSP) in countries where German plays a vehicular role is characterised by the emphasis on theoretical models and systematic processing of the data collected. A criticism that is most often heard in France about studies on LSP is their lack of theoretical ambition. While this opinion does not really correspond to reality, it may be useful to examine how other European researchers in LSP integrate theory and scholarship in their intellectual approach, as Humbley (2007: para. 3) points out. Van der Yeught (2010: para. 13) adds: “Until now, ASP researchers have not set a goal to establish these “languages for specific purposes” (LSP) of English as objects of study in its own right or as independent structure fields of knowledge” (our transl.).

---

1 Laboratoire Interuniversitaire de Recherche en Didactique de LANSAD (Inter-University Research Laboratory in Foreign Language Teaching & Learning).
2 “Jusqu’à présent, les chercheurs en ASP ne se sont pas donné pour but de fonder ces « langues de spécialité » (LSP) de l’anglais en tant qu’objets d’étude à part entière ni de les structurer en tant que domaines de connaissance indépendants.”
There have been disagreements between French and Anglophone teachers of English as to what constitutes the teaching of English to non-specialists (Van Der Yeught 2012: 9), because they belong to a different academic and pedagogical tradition, and one can say that their respective approaches have, paradoxically, coexisted and developed both separately and conjointly. If both communities have identified an identical need for more English in higher education for non-native speakers, the diagnoses have been somewhat different. The following paragraphs should provide an insight into these two approaches.

2.1.2. **LANSAD: the emergence of a new subgroup**

**Naming and scope:** English studies in French higher education classically distinguish English for specialists, which emphasises the study of English culture, literature, civilisation and linguistics, from the teaching of English to non-specialist students, who should only be concerned with acquiring an acceptable degree of fluency in the language so as to use it in their everyday life or in a specific professional environment. The latter covers many different circumstances, many situations, and it is clear that this teaching sector has been defined by default under the very broad and academically less prestigious category of LANSAD. Although often confused more or less implicitly, the words “LANSAD sector”, “ASP” and “didactics of English” remain distinct, even though they often play complementary roles in the research on university education in English, probably because the didactics of English for non-specialist students (from the LANSAD sector) constitutes the most visible part (SAES 2012). This teaching area has been rooted in a dedicated academic subject matter and a field of research in its own right. Besides developing quality tools to serve such purposes, the key players within academia have relentlessly affirmed the cultural dimension of languages and speech for non-specialists that a reductionist vision of English as a mere medium for international communication has discarded. This has paved the way for a movement among scholars to promote high quality standards for the teaching of such domains by inciting the universities' Boards of Directors, and the French Department of Higher Education and Research (MESR) to appoint senior lecturers to carry out the task of teaching in the LANSAD sector. This novel area of research has since developed, seminal works have been published, so that a crucial distinction is now made between LANSAD as a sector of language teaching, English for specialists of other fields (in French ASP, or “Anglais de Spécialité”) as an object of study, and the didactic approach, the aim of which is to guarantee high standards in the teaching/learning process of English in that context. However, there seems to be a dearth of specific training that would apply the findings of research in that domain in French higher education.

**Teacher training:** Indeed, teacher training in France acknowledges the growing importance of language learning at all levels of the school and university curriculum, but there are not many specific Master’s Degree devoted to the specificity of teaching a foreign language for specific/special purposes in higher education (Masters of ASP /‘anglais de spécialité’). These Masters offer general training and do not specifically prepare students to teach one of the variety of the specialised languages that the LANSAD sector requires. For example, the Master “ASPects” co-founded by ENS Cachan and Université Paris Diderot prepares students to major in the areas of English for Specific Purposes (scientific, legal, economic and medical English), but without specialising in one particular area (Van der Yeught 2010: para. 12).

2.2 **Definitional issues**

In a French academic context, “langue de spécialité” has always included the cultural aspect of the domain it explores and circumscribes (Van der Yeught 2010: para. 16). This approach is also characteristic of the FLE teaching sector (French as a Foreign Language, FLE in French, the equivalent of ESOL, or English for Speakers of Other Languages), which does not disconnect language and culture. However, the need for a more immediate, ready-made response for English in a more specific context has prompted many teachers to fall back on a mass of existing teaching tools and materials published by English-speaking for-profit organisations and powered by very dynamic research, fostered by academic institutions. These tools and materials neglect the connection between language and culture. The problem is not commercial or economic, but one of approach. That is the reason why it is difficult to use English (or American) labels and acronyms like ESP in lieu of their French counterparts, precisely because they do not refer to the same theoretical vein, and this is what we are now going to identify and describe in the following paragraph.

2.2.1. **ASP / ESP in the French universities where English for non-specialists is taught (LANSAD)**

---

3 Ecole Normale Supérieure.
4 “Une langue de spécialité est l'expression d'un domaine spécialisé dans une langue”, ou “Un domaine spécialisé est un ensemble de connaissances et/ou de pratiques mis au service d'une même finalité”.
In French universities, ASP is studied more as a cultural object, by resorting to well-known academic categories, than as a tool for language acquisition. It is not unusual, in the current landscape, that publications focusing on a pedagogical tool or approach are not as well-rated as more theoretical ones in France, even though they are central to the development of ESP in the Anglo-Saxon pedagogical tradition. This may be due to the fact that ASP is still trying to struggle for recognition among academics, and the abstract principles are essential for reaching such a status, the more so as the scope of the CNU, the National Council of Universities' Section 11 (Langues et Littératures Anglaises et Anglo-saxonnes/English and Anglo-Saxon language and literature) does include ASP as one of its axis of research. Conversely ESP clearly focuses on pragmatic approaches to language teaching and on classroom development. Thus, in France, ASP is supported by researchers, while teachers tend to favour the ESP approach.

There was one way out of this dilemma: the development of adequate methods in the pragmatic domain of teaching has in fact been provided for by international institutions such as the Council of Europe or European projects urging for standardisation in teaching practice, its goals and its assessment.

Research in didactics in the LANSAD sector emerged and developed in science faculties, medical and law schools, as well as in economics departments, because a more traditional approach to language teaching did not meet the ever pressing demands for a more professionally-oriented type of teaching. Indeed, LANSAD English should ideally enable graduates and post-graduates to use English in a professional or academic context, which means that those who routinely use it should be able to perform some tasks through its medium. Yet, even at a time when English has established itself as the world's primary means of communication between companies or institutions, many French students do not meet those basic requirements, and, what is more, they have the acute feeling that somehow the school system has failed to bring them up to speed in the global landscape and this may be the result of the divergence between ASP and ESP supporters in France. It is the task of teachers and researchers to question the ability of public policies and traditions to motivate students in language learning: indeed it has often been noticed that such motivation is clearly disconnected from the perception of its utility, and the contents of courses, along with the teaching methods, are often being blamed. This is partly due to the growing heterogeneous nature of the French student body, the diversity of schooling backgrounds, and the perception that there is a huge gap between the required standards of language acquisition in secondary school and universities.

This divergence can also be felt in the way the various domains of ASP are represented at university level: let’s take the example of ASP in science and in law, which contributes to the confusion as to what ASP is and aims to do. In “hard” scientific curricula, English teaching is perceived as providing a lexicon and a few syntactic elements. By contrast, English for law seems to be endowed with a specific culture, that of the Common Law legal tradition. Teaching English for law and for science is not based on the same premises, and the language input in first year and at Masters’ level is not the same: it varies with the degree of complexity of the knowledge acquired in the dominant subject matter.

In ASP, the word “spécialité” is not determined by the teaching objectives (which would otherwise entail that it has been artificially created for teaching purposes): it is part and parcel of language and culture, insofar as the “langue-culture” concept is shaped, first and foremost, by the society that has nurtured it (French academics have adopted the concept of “langue-culture” that does not separate the linguistic and the cultural aspects of language). In other words, “specific purposes”, as the Anglo-American academics define it in ESP, exist only because society is (increasingly) based on specialised activities that necessitate specific language uses. These are pre-existing conditions that can pave the way for teaching. But foreign language acquisition, even in a professional context, conveys as many cultural insights into that foreign society as any other area of study (cf. Petit n. d.).

2.2.2. ESP versus "anglais de spécialité"

There are current stakes in the debate around defining what research in “Anglais de spécialité” is in the French context, as opposed to ESP.

English as an academic subject matter has emerged and developed from the classic category of “culture” (literature, history, linguistics), to the extent that it has formed a new area of study under the name of “civilisation”, a post-1968 creation, which combines sociological, historical, political or economic approaches in the overall study of a country or a broader geographical area. In 2002, Michel

5 A supervisory body of elected academics deciding on the eligibility of candidates for positions in higher education and career advancement.
Petit gives a more thorough definition of “anglais de spécialité”: a branch of “anglistique” which deals with the language, discourse and culture of professional communities and anglophone specialised social groups, and the teaching of this object (2002: 2-3). The “anglais de spécialité” is now the fourth branch of “anglistique”. Thus ASP is now a subject matter, that is to say, a "branch of knowledge, and [as such it] includes research" (Petit 2004: 8). But the concept of “anglais de spécialité” is still ill-defined, or is defined by default. First, there are still ongoing debates as to the name this area of study should be given: the expressions used in French (ASP) and English (ESP) do not cover the same reality. It seems that the English phrase (English for Specific Purposes) seems particularly oriented towards specific professional needs. If the expression ESP is used for research, it is often referred to by the specific fields of study such as discourse analysis, corpus linguistics, pragmatics, sociolinguistics and ethnography. English for Specific Purposes evokes teaching rather than research in a particular field. In contrast, the area of “anglais de spécialité” seems wider, the boundaries of its respective domains of research are sometimes blurred, but this is due to its status as an emerging field: the development of research in ASP in France is closely linked to the development of education (Mémet 2008: 16).

The turn that ASP took is due to the fact that French academia has included a strong cultural dimension in what is perceived by Anglophones as a tool for communication in a distinct environment. This is particularly clear with the introduction of popular literature, more specifically novels of the thriller genre, set in a specific professional context well-known to their authors, in the English language classes under the name of FASP (“Fiction À Substrat Professionnel”), first defined by Michel Petit (1999). The cultural dimension, in its book or film version, has simply been re-conducted in a new guise for students of other subjects. Thus FASP is both a lively way of introducing ASP to a student audience who has already been trained to read and analyse book extracts and an admission that the reflection on the didactics of ASP hasn’t been translated into teaching. The problem in France is that of institutional conservatism in which the elite of researchers tends to reproduce its model schools.

2.3. Institutional issues

2.3.1. The French academic dichotomy

There are notable differences between France's educational system and that of other countries, and these help understand how LANSAD can be synonymous with both ASP and ESP. This is explainable by the nature of institutional recruitment in French higher education.

On the one hand, holders of a PhD are eligible for lecturing positions. These lecturers are recruited on their academic merit by universities after being “qualified” by the national institution of the CNU section 11’s peers, who do not do not fully recognize ASP as one of their fields of interest.

This can produce two types of situations: either the lecturers pursue their initial research in literature, civilization, or linguistics and disconnect it from their teaching practices, or they try to redirect their research toward didactics in LANSAD, even if they do not necessarily have a background in that domain. Thus ASP will be seen as a convenient area of development for them.

On the other hand, universities also recruit personnel that are experienced in teaching, but not necessarily versed in research (PRAG, PRCE and contract holders). These teachers will tend to adopt a pragmatic ESP approach.

The debate develops around who should teach English in the LANSAD sector and which approach to adopt. One possible answer comes from the influence exerted by the establishment of the Council of Europe’s Common European Framework for Languages and the Bologna Process.

2.3.2. The European contribution to the didactics of languages

In 2001, the Council of Europe published the results of a vast project for the harmonisation of assessment methods in language acquisitions under the name of the “Common European Framework of Reference for Languages” (CEFR). The aim of that document was to enable European countries, decision-makers in the field of education, but also of recruitment, to validly assess the level of competence of a foreign language speaker. Several skills were thus identified (oral comprehension, written comprehension, spoken interaction, sustained oral expression and written expression), each of

---

6 This new coinage has no direct translation into English but can be approximately rendered by ‘English Studies’.
7 Again, there is no strict English equivalent to this expression.
8 This includes lecturers (‘Maitre de Conférences’) and professors (‘Professeur des universités’).
9 PRAG: ‘Professeur Agrégé’, PRCE: ‘Professeur certifié’. These correspond to the administrative grades granted to secondary school teachers after passing national competitive exams and having first completed their Master’s Degree. Traditionally, the ‘agrégés’ sit a more academic exam where literature, history/sociology and linguistics dominate, whereas the ‘certifiés’ who pass the CAPES (‘Certificat d’Aptitude à l’Enseignement Secondaire’ or ‘Professional Teaching Certificate’) are more professionally-oriented.
which corresponds to a particular task performed in any given foreign language. One of the most interesting principles it involves is that each language skill may be disconnected from the others in terms of achievement. This provides an interesting tool for teachers, depending on which competence needs to be focused on. Furthermore, progress in each language skill can be measured by applying a universally valid grid, ranking from A0 (absolute beginner) to C2 (proficient user). It must be noted that native speakers do not form part of the ideal level to reach; the framework does not include them, and they do not constitute a model to imitate, contrary to the shared values in the traditional French education system, for which the “native speaker” is a paradigm, albeit an ambiguous one, that perpetuates the exclusion of learners of a second language who would not achieve perfection (Lee 2005). We may add that the traditional image of the “native speaker”, presented as a model for the learner, is also biased. Indeed, speaking a language from birth does not guarantee the use of complex, elaborate vocabulary and syntactic patterns, as favoured by academics. In fact, the model of the native speaker is the college-educated native speaker, preferably versed in literature. What the Framework endeavoured to change was precisely that model. Language was no longer an end in itself, but a skill that could be acquired and applied to various circumstances and social contexts. Thus, the approach to language acquisition was transformed, and the proficiency levels determined in terms of what the learner “could do” efficiently, in other words, without thinking much about it. The level of error acceptability is therefore higher than in traditional French foreign language teaching, something that is being resisted in many academic circles. Another crucial aspect of the CEFL is its close connection to the task-based teaching implied by this “can-do” approach, which generated many acronyms generally synonymous with CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning). In the French higher education context, this clearly indicates that teacher training should be overhauled.

Since 1988, the Bologna Process has pledged to transform and harmonise European universities so as to encourage mobility and student participation in the education process, foster the social conditions required to broaden the access to higher education, and promote employability. This paved the way for a two-tier reflection on the development of CLIL: first, the multiplication of syllabi taught through English and open to a wide range of students, and, second, the inclusion of foreign language teaching in French higher education that would comply with the Bologna requirements and the tightening links between all European higher education institutions. For specialists in the didactics of English, the whole issue concerned the objectives of blending content and language acquisition in dedicated modules, where language is no longer central, but becomes a tool that opens access to knowledge and know-how pertaining to other areas of expertise. In that perspective, Taillefer (2004: para. 2) has shown that in modules where language acquisition and expert knowledge are treated on a par, both benefit, but this has not become the norm in French higher education. Marsh et al. (2001: mentioned by Taillefer 2004: para. 4) have shown the strong correlation between teaching and learning, which makes it difficult, even for research purposes, to dissociate language skills from the teaching skills involved in the process, because they feed off one another to the highest degree. One positive conclusion (Gajo 2009: 22) is that such a complex method, sustained by a thoroughly well-thought approach to teaching/learning, does not result in more complicated learning and teaching processes. However, the research community is still facing an obstacle: the field was deserted by theoreticians, leaving teachers to design and implement their methods, at least in France. This is not the case in Northern European countries, where the interaction between fundamental research and practice is well-documented and branches out to the devising of efficient public policies that give a central role to CLIL, while reshuffling the respective roles of researchers, lecturers in language acquisition, specialists of other fields, and the student body (Hellekjaer, Westergaard 2003: mentioned by Taillefer 2004: para. 2). Academic interest in CLIL in France is relatively recent, and discussions do not really focus on the qualitative aspect of such a teaching/learning process. Some research papers insist on the risk of marginalising languages in higher education, should CLIL be implemented in a haphazard manner. Besides, there has not, to this day, been any global assessment of foreign language teaching policies nationwide, even though this has recently become one major objective in the granting of chairs and positions of assistant professors in higher education. No major study of students and lecturers’ representations in that field has been carried out, to identify the needs for a coherent and harmonious public policy on language teaching. ASP, in its LANSAD aspect, is connected to CLIL, and is situated at the junction between language and content. It is thus ideally placed as a transdisciplinary mediator between theory and practice. Consequently, implementing CLIL necessitates a thorough reflection on the major features of teaching and learning processes in a non-specialist context, notably on its objectives, and the role of language teachers involved in LANSAD. More generally, it cannot eschew the thorough analysis of its societal implications, while avoiding the

10 Magna Charta Universitatum, Bologna, Italy September 18, 1988.
two pitfalls of “didactic-scientific ignorance” and “political-institutional requirements” (Gajo 2009: 18).

Consequently, there is a need to change paradigms and social models toward the profession and representations within France's academia: thus, part two of this paper will deal with the way in which research can help implement an alternative epistemological analysis to establish “anglais de spécialité” as a fully-fledged category of English teaching in higher education.

3. Prolegomena for the didactics of specialised English

Our contribution aims at reflecting on the manners of integrating both dimensions, that is to say the epistemological and the practical dimensions, in order to ameliorate the teaching practices of teachers of English in higher education and more particularly in the domains of science and law. Law, an essential element of social life, cannot be considered without the language that transmits it and allows its practice, unlike the science, where work largely consists in experimenting. English for law, which is inseparable from Common Law, is now being used as an international language, particularly with the development of International and European Law, in the same way as English has emerged as the globalised language of science. As an emanation and representation of a culture, it deserves special attention, but does it mean that English for science can be reduced to a vehicular language without any references to culture or cultures? This issue should be examined as part of a broader debate: on the one hand, teachers of legal English are expected to acquire at least some knowledge of law; on the other hand, those teaching English for science are told to base their teaching mainly on available scientific publications and focus on vocabulary. No basic scientific background is required of them, and these paradoxical and heterogeneous representations of teaching English for non-specialists need to be revised.

3.1. “Langue de spécialité” as an emerging complex concept

One serious objection to the emergence of “anglais de spécialité” as a concept would be to contend that the domain it covers is both vast and ill-defined. The lack of theoretical framework concerns the notion of “anglais de spécialité” which is not really defined for science, whereas it is based on culture for law. Basically, the assumption among linguists is that whatever does not concern literature, culture (itself a mixed concept aggregating various subjects around the idea of “civilisation”) or linguistics either belongs to “general English”, to “English for communication”, or to “specific purposes”. The difficulty here is to decide where to place the limit of the fields of study, and to justify this. As Morin (1990: 98) says, a concept is not defined by its limits but its core and it is this core that we will determine in our case. Even a category like “English for science” is hard to define because it changes with the ever growing complexity and fragmentation of the world of science itself. Should we then say that “English for chemistry” differs from “English for mathematics” or “English for medicine”, or that they all share common features? It is clear that examining all forms and variations of English applied to scientific sectors would be beyond the scope of the present contribution. The question remains: which domain would be more representative of our approach?

3.2. The paradigm of English for law v. English for science

Even if this contribution cannot hope to be exhaustive, it must aim to find a suitable paradigm that will justify its objectives. Relying on our personal and professional experience and knowledge, we have concentrated on two segments of ASP: English for science and English for law. Although all scholars accept that language cannot be dissociated from its cultural dimension, to the extent that foreign language acquisition always includes that aspect, there are many disagreements about the cultural dimension of specialised uses of languages. If the language of law is closely tied to the history of legal systems and institutions that have developed their own, idiosyncratic concepts and principles, and are closely connected to a specific culture, the language of science has always privileged the clarity of communication among scholars and researchers. In other words, English for science is seen as a vehicle for a universal truth. Thus, did those scientists really sacrifice their own sociocultural background to a so-called universal language, to the extent that some academics argue that there is practically no language input in math classes taught through the medium of English, whereas jurists only converge in a specific field called “comparative law”, for instance? One possible conceptualisation of this hiatus in the development of the languages of law and of science can be found in the notion of “territoriality” devised by Deleuze and Guattari (1980: 382). According to them a “territory” is first “territorialised”: it means that it can only exist as an act that affects its constitutive elements, like “milieu” and rhythms (Deleuze, Guattari 1980: 386). A territory can thus be identified and singularised by its “signature” (Deleuze, Guattari 1980: 387). Accordingly, the signature of law can be found in its construction of a fixed territory that coincides with borders, institutions and the
social representations that are attached to it, language being one of its instruments of power. Science, on the other hand, can be interpreted as a nomadic assemblage (Deleuze, Guattari 1980: 446-50), the unity of which results in the cooperation of individual, molecular input of scientists. Contrary to law, its signature does not coincide with geographical boundaries, even if state apparatuses have endeavoured to capture its results to serve their political or economic ends. Its signature lies, rather, in its discourse on truth, organised on an abstract plane of reference (Deleuze, Guattari 1991: 138) represented by the logical proposition, itself praised as a “perfect language” by scientists and philosophers alike11. It seems therefore legitimate to analyse the impact of such a factor on the formation of the concept of “ASP”, and the way in which it should be taught in the context of a language class by a teacher of English (Piaget 1970: 5).

3.3. Syntagmatic relations

This paradigmatic approach should be completed by a series of closer, more syntagmatic considerations, i.e. it should establish how knowledge has been articulated around our subjects, and this should include fields of knowledge and approaches such as history, philosophy and sociology. Besides the association of literary genres to the notion of “anglais de spécialité” (cf. end of 2.2.2.), analyses have come from other fields, such as sociology, cognition, pedagogy, neuro-sciences, in an effort to elicit what constitutes this nascent object of study. Research has now gathered a diversity of approaches in the definition process, without forming a self-contained and coherent whole: this stage in the research process corresponds to the “pre-paradigmatic” phase in the conceptual elaboration of a new subject (Foureuz & Larochelle 2004: 88), which is gradually disengaging from its parent subjects, forming its own autonomous concepts. ASP is not yet widespread or standardised, and it is also influenced by the social and institutional conditions of its emergence, be it public policies, the university as a social institution, or the economy.

From these premises, it is hoped that a stronger epistemological reflection will contribute to the elevation of “anglais de spécialité”, by taking into account the different reflections in the domains of specialisations in the teaching context. It will be carried out on the assumption that subjects (subject matters) are no longer based on a limited set of theoretical assumptions, but can be more loosely construed as complex and fluid systems (Morin 1990: 12-13; Deleuze, Guattari 1980: 22) that adapt to the social representations and contexts that have shaped them (Narcy-Combes 2005: 79-80). Once ASP accesses its own autonomous existence in the eye of the scientific community of linguists, through an epistemological break (Bachelard 1938: 23), it will acquire the status of fully-fledged knowledge. When that turning point has been properly analysed and assessed at the junction of context domain and language as culture, it will be possible to envisage a reflection on the teaching of English for science.

Another approach pertains to the social dimension of language teaching as a concept as well as an activity (Maingueneau 1992: 115). This means examining the impact of history and sociology on English teaching practices, particularly in two respects: firstly in the formation of ASP as a concept in its own terms, which implies carrying out an epistemological survey and analysis of how what is referred to as ASP, which was primarily a notion based on practical teaching considerations, became an object of academic study at a later stage; secondly, in terms of representations about language in the academic areas where English gradually imposed itself over French as a medium of study in some French higher-education institutes and universities. The latter aspect mainly concerns two groups within the French teaching and research community: those, among the researchers, who have had to adapt to a new world, where English language publications have become the benchmark for the assessment of research papers worldwide, and where interest in language is quasi-nil, and those whose task is to teach highly-specialised students in English, without resorting to the traditional categories of knowledge, like arts, literature, culture and linguistics. Most of the time, it is a shared experience among teachers of English that initiating a dialogue between these two domains remains difficult. Examining these preconceptions, these prejudiced attitudes, is a key factor in the elaboration of ASP. We will now proceed to expand on those aforementioned aspects.

3.4. Focus on social and professional representations

One of the most essential issues that the present contribution aims to address is the plurality of representations involved in the didactics of English for non-specialists, and this state of affairs is also reflected in the absence of a grand unifying theory or method of analysis. The first question to deal with is the definition of the scale that a scientific study should encompass; the second concerns the

11 Notably Leibniz and his Characteristica Universalis, which was never published in his lifetime. For further references to the French text, see Couturat, Louis. 1901. La Logique de Leibniz. Paris: Felix Alcan, and more particularly chapter 3 : 51-80.
relevant context (or social reality) of research, and the third is about defining its object in terms of the perspectives adopted (Lahire 2012: 226). One of the pitfalls encountered in social sciences is the tendency to generalise from one segmented, partial observation of broader contexts, to the detriment of the data and results obtained in field work. Another difficulty is to gather those data and incorporate them into a coherent narrative that takes experience, history, pedagogy, public policies and implementation, social context and situations into account (Ricoeur 1985: 391-414). Wittgenstein's (1953: §7. 5; §23: 11) concepts of “language games” and “forms of life” provide an adequate guideline from a theoretical point of view. Language is structured around social activities and is usually shared by members of any given group, in that meaning and practices are social constructs: “reference” and “meaning” may be characterised by a varying number of elements, some being more prominent than others, depending on the speaker's social role, as Putnam (1973: 705) described them: words and meanings are not solely in the speaker's mind, but are also in the collective mind of the social community, and this allows for a variety of uses and degrees and types of comprehension in context. This theory affects the manner in which the various actors dealing with English in an academic or professional context react when faced with its implementation within their teaching practices. People on both sides of the dividing line, i.e. lecturers using English as a mere medium that does not raise any question other than the degree of proficiency to be achieved on the one hand, teachers of English who insist on the language skills involved in the practice of a specialised language in context and use, on the other hand, contribute to the low level of achievement among French students.

3.5. Objectives: a “complex” praxeology

Bringing together research and teaching, theory and practice in an ever-expanding field of knowledge is the main objective and positioning of the present approach. Thus learning (under its scholarly name of mathetics) and teaching (i.e. didactics) cannot be dissociated, but the nature of their interaction is often perceived “by default”. Many methods enable specialists of that field to highlight one or the other perspective, but keeping a balance between the two or even bringing the nature of that connection to the fore can prove a daunting challenge in epistemological terms. The various components of learning/teaching ASP should be taken into account. Understanding the nature of each component and the way the set of interactions reverberates on the components is best carried out by means of “action research”, because it strengthens the links between theory and practice, thus building each of these two essential components of LANSAD.

Such a theoretical/practical approach can only be relevant if the scale of observation is adequately chosen; it must be coherent enough in its characteristics, but it should also be paradigmatic enough to allow for a reasonable degree of generalisation, or, as Lahire (2012: 228) states, a certain capacity for field observation to be “transposed”. One such obvious criterion coincides with the creation in 2006 of regional academic hubs known as PRES (Pôle de Recherche de l'Enseignement Supérieur)12 because it offers a large variety of implementation of ESP/ASP choices, sustained by a homogeneous industrial and economic fabric.

Such a geographical framework should facilitate the analysis of the “social representations” at work among academics, students, and recruiters, and the status of the English language in higher education has long been a bone of contention among the various players. It can be described in terms of “knowledge deficit” on all parts, and defined along the following lines:

- Specialists of science or law, teaching through English, privilege the transmission of content, to the detriment of precision, and deny language its intrinsic cultural dimension. What matters most to them is the international visibility of their teaching and researching tasks;
- Specialists of English, by contrast, emphasise language as culture, and give precedence to language input and fluency in the way they structure their course, with the added difficulty of access to the specialised content; they also resent the ancillary nature of their teaching conveyed by ASP, because culture is offset by the “can do” approach promoted by the industrial or commercial sector;
- Recruiters routinely reproach teachers for being disconnected from their work environment, and for not insisting on teaching scenarios that would put learners in context, in preparation for their future professional activities;
- Learners/students may deplore the limited number of teaching hours devoted to languages, but they also react negatively to the absence of needs assessment that they think should be carried out at the opening of the language modules, or to the lack of communication between language teachers, or between language and specialist teachers.

---

12 The acronym was changed to COMUE (communauté d'universités et établissements) in 2013.
• Institutions like universities rarely tackle the issue of implementing a coherent language policy for non-specialists, students and teachers alike; more often than not, the role of language teachers is marginalised.

3.6. Theoretical perspectives

The general scientific structure of the approach is both foundational and pragmatic, and its aim is to provide a viable answer to the following questions: in foreign-language teaching, linguistic skills and cultural content are treated equally and as a matter of fact. However, ASP teaching dissociates those two elements, which leads to a set of theoretical and practical issues, and can be listed in the following set of questions: how can content, which is no longer intermingled with language, be construed as a separate object, and included in teaching? Who holds the position of the expert in such a context? Is it the language teacher, or the specialist of that specific subject matter? Is this dissociation a product of the human activity of knowledge acquisition or an artificial and conceptual creation of didactics? On a more pragmatic level, how would these questions impact the teacher-learner relation in an ASP context?

How can the results be included and implemented in the curricula in higher education with a view to to raising consciousness among the teaching and research community about the challenges posed by the multiplication of the degrees and diplomas taught in English by experts in the relevant field of knowledge who have, sometimes, a limited command of English? What place should English language teachers and lecturers be granted in this changing landscape? What change in research paradigm does this entail?

The aim of the reflection is twofold: first, to establish that research and teaching cannot be dissociated, and that they should in fact contribute to the emergence of a broader academic reflection in the field of ASP, as an activity that produces performative concepts (Deleuze, Guattari 1991: 25-26) rather than scientific objects of study; secondly, to assess that there is a clear need to question the traditional dividing lines between the academic fields (literature, civilisation, linguistics), simply because language teaching, as an activity that encompasses all kinds of contents, cannot be taken for granted by the mere reconduction of artificial categories that work to its detriment, a bit like the hyperspecialisation in social sciences (Lahire 2012: 320-323). These preliminary remarks provide an a priori justification for the methodology that could be used throughout the completion of a possible implementation.

4. Conclusion

The weight of tradition is all the stronger as the national recruitment exams (CAPES, Agrégation) do not specifically target ASP in their relevant curriculum. Moreover, teaching a foreign language to all primary schoolchildren requires that the teacher-training centres (IUFM) encourage young trainees to engage in Master’s theses on that particular issue. In spite of the gradual change in the educational landscape nationwide, few students of English devote their Master’s degree to the didactics of English or to any deep reflection on the nature or scope of the LANSAD sector (ASP). In fact, the linguist community is gradually out of tune with what is happening within the teaching community, as though research and pedagogy were drifting apart in an even more obvious manner.

In order to solve a part of the above-mentioned problem, we will work on the emergence of a new academic field of study, which is the didactics of ASP, by refusing/avoiding the traditional, analytical descriptions that tend to discuss the various elements of such environments separately. We will relate them one to the other and address the notion of complexity by refusing to avoid areas of uncertainty (Bertin et al. 2010: 2). On that particular aspect, the theory of rhizomatic thought devised by Deleuze and Guattari (1980: 80) may provide some means of unifying apparently distinctive elements in the general didactic field of study, so that, through various phases of transformation, the emergence of a new academic field of study may be facilitated. Therefore, it is hoped that this contribution will generate interest among the research and teaching community in European higher education; this is an invitation for non-specialists to develop, share and compare national experience and epistemological reflection on English by including elements of their cultural, professional, economic and institutional contexts and contrast it with the ESP approach.
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